Customer Testimonials
“Loved my visit to South Africa October 2010 – this is my second time
(previously 2003 - J-burg, Swaziland, Durban etc). With Grant as our guide,
we lacked nothing as to information, excursions (planned and impromptu),
wine tasting, fun times etc. etc. I full heartily recommend Grant Negus and his
Beyond Reach to anyone who wants to visit and learn all about South Africa”
Pia Norrman - pianorrman@telia.com

African Safari in Comfort 2009
“This was my first experience of travelling to Africa, after much brochure
studying the pull to the Comfort trip was strongest! What attracted me was the
total package offered, countries to visit, activities included, as well as optional
extras, comfort level of accommodation, inclusion of meals and the attention
to detail.
It did not fail it exceeded expectation…..after driving 4500km’s with a guide
who’s knowledge, enthusiasm and experience was exceptional, phenomenal
wildlife, an amazing group of people who are now great friends, experiencing
such an amazing continent, which I have to say its very true what they say, it
does get under your skin & is life changing. I know this was the first of many
holidays to this destination. It truly was an “AMAZING” experience…….”
*
South African Self Drive Adventure
“Following such a fantastic African experience in 2009 Beyond Reach Africa
was who I wanted to consult with in planning my next African adventure.
Rhoda & Grant were great; we gave them some ideas and thoughts of what
we wanted to experience within our limited time and budget. With their
experience, knowledge and expertise they came up with an itinerary that fitted
just that!
Our Adventure was…. great!!! Setting off from the airport to returning the car,
everything was organised, planned and effortless. It was great to take your
time, enjoy the experience and take in the amazing sights! We felt safe, it
was easy & we’d do it again.
I’d recommend a planned self drive trip with them any time!! “
*

The Wilds of Kenya 2010
“An opportunity to travel again to the amazing African continent with a
company & guide that you knew would be exceptional & outstanding, was
something not to pass on.
Kenya was a truly incredible experience, the landscape & animals were
different from previous experiences but just as exciting. Our group was small
(6) but intimate, the accommodation first-rate, outstanding food and again
fantastic guide with knowledge and information that flowed. We had time to
relax, enjoy the surroundings, and take in the local culture.
The way these tours are organised makes your holiday experience effortless,
you just have to arrive, sit back relax, take in the experience as everything is
done for you, and it makes you wanting to come back for more!!”
Bianca Komen - pungacove@clear.net.nz

"Southern Africa has a great deal to offer those of us interested in wildlife,
history, culture and geology. My wife and I travelled with a party of Kiwis on
an Adventure Travel/Beyond Reach safari from Cape Town to
the Victoria Falls in 2008. It extended to three weeks. An excellent itinerary
was arranged and the hastles of border crossings and accommodation were
sorted out most efficiently. Optional extras like plane and helicopter flights
were availale and we all had a great time. We saw most of what was
anticipated and were comfortable through out. We strongly recommend
Beyond Reach and Grant Negus in particular."
Peter and Joanne Kettle - kettlepr@xtra.co.nz

"We have travelled with Beyond Reach on two occasions, a 24 day Capetown
to Victoria Falls trip two years ago, and more recently 14 days in Kenya.
Beyond Reach lived up to and surpassed our expectations in many ways. No
only were all the practical aspects handled smoothly but we were really
impressed by Grant's extensive knowledge of many different African
countries' history, geography, geology, politics, and in particular, wildlife.
Grant's ability to relate to people of varying ages from different races, cultures
and backgrounds is an enviable skill and made for very enjoyable holidays.
We have no hesitation in recommending Beyond Reach."
Janet and Richard Currie - janetc@xtra.co.nz

“I have been on two trips with Beyond Reach, both of them in small groups,
and I can not speak highly enough of Grant, Rhoda and the team. Their
tremendous attention to detail and their combined XX years of experience in
showing visitors around this beautiful continent has resulted in us having
trouble free and well planned tours, tailored to our wishes. Southern Africa is
a truly breathtaking place to go for a holiday, and these guys are the ones to
deal with.”
Milton Bevin - NZ - milton.bevin@clear.net.n

”It has been a great holiday in SA. The country is beautiful with all kinds of
nature, culture and lovely people. I would love to come back some day!
We were a small group with completely different characters, but we got very
tight and liked each others company. Because of the small group we had
many opportunities to take part of the program and do things that weren’t
included in the scheme.
Grant was great, 10 point of 10 available. He is open-minded, easy going and
flexible. He offered us more than the scheduled program. For example:
The first day he arranged a great trip to Addo National park and we saw so
many elephant. That was ossum! We had a fun sport evening in a pub, in
Knysna. We watched the final between WP and the Sharks. In the valley of
Robertson we visited and tested vine at different vine farms and Grant also
invited us to a barbeque at his private home. Many thanks for that to Grant.”
Monica Olsson - olsson9965@hotmail.com

Thank you very much for organizing this fantastic trip for us. We had a
unforgettable, wonderful holiday that we will carry with us.
Xiao Li - xiaokreative@gmail.com

Kilimanjaro climb
thank you so much rhoda for this perfect holiday and we plan to travel to SA
next year in the summer to camp and lodge in the transkalahari region ,
we will contact you asap about it .
yours
frank
Frank Groeneweg - frank.groeneweg@quicknet.nl

We have had a very nice holiday in Tanzania. The organization was perfect.
The guide has a lot of experience and knowledge.
We had a very good time together and will thank you for the good program
and organization.
Kind regards,
Rene Meijer - renemeijer@quicknet.nl

Fantastic and knowledgeable guide and crew. Good and plenty food. Enough
space to share insights and opinions.
Tarangire, very nice because of all the elephants and beautiful Baobab trees.
Manyara, fantastic because of the lions in trees.... very weird!
Ngogorogoro, just something that one needs to experience....
For all three parcs: 1 day each is good.
Serengeti, fantastic!
Thank you Beyond Reach for an exceptional safari and Kilimanjaro Climb.
Marjan de Boer - marjandeboer@hotmail.com

